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"On my first trip to South Asia in 1990, I was 
struck by the beauty and distinctiveness of the 
water structures of the Kathmandu Valley, which 
left a deeper impression on me than the valley's 
famous temples and stupas." 
This opening declaration of an essentially emo
tive kind should not deceive the reader as to the 
true nature of this work. Even though the 
author's initial interest in the subject springs 
from her sense of the aesthetic importance of 
water architecture on the Indian sub-continent 
(Nepal, India and Sri Lanka), the book is not an 
impressionistic account of her travels, but rather 
a systematic investigation, a complete and 
exhaustive treatment of a subject which , until 
now, has only been treated in a partial , frag
mentary manner or has been restricted to smal
ler geographical areas than that covered by this 
book. 
Water structures are architectural types which 
have been relatively neglected by most art and 
architectural historians, even though they are 
the true points of reference and development of 
urban, rural and court life respectively throu
ghout the Indian subcontinent. 
Rather than refer to research in the field of 
hydraulic engineering, the author has chosen to 
base much of her work on that of scholars who 
have approached the subject from an artistic, 
social or religious point of view. Some, like A.M. 
Hocart and following him, N.B. Dirks, were 
amongst the first to abolish the traditional 
distinction between "utilitarian" and "religious" 
architecture; while others, like A. Petruccioli and 
R. Nath, have shifted the focus of attention in 
the study of water structures away from Gujarat 
to other regions of India. 
The author locates one of the main reasons for 
the scanty treatment of water structures, in 
most modern art-historical studies on the archi
tecture of South Asia, in the fact that they are 
"negative architecture", below ground level, and 
so must be discovered or indeed, in some 
cases, uncovered in order to reveal their full 
beauty and complexity. And useful tools for 
such a discovery are measured drawings and 
photographs, of which the author makes abun
dant use: photos, ground-plans and sketches of 
over 1000 monuments in more than 300 diffe
rent places, some of which have never before 
been documented, accompany and elucidate 
the text. 
The author's approach is that of identifying 
typologies and their evolution, and then placing 
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them within the broader cultural , social and reli
gious context of which they form an integral 
part. Her material is organised around the five 
principle types of water architecture: stepped 
river banks (ghats) , tanks, deep-stepped basins 
(kundas) , wells and ornamental pools. She 
dedicates an entire chapter to each type and 
each chapter is articulated around a study of 
visual forms and how they are related to water, 
at both a practical and symbolic level. 
These five chapters, which comprise the bulk of 
her work, are preceded by a chapter on the 
sacred nature of water in eastern thought and 
hence its fundamental importance in all eastern 
religions and mythologies. An indispensable 
and indeed fascinating chapter for those who 
are approaching the subject for the first time. 
Finally, the author has included an exhaustive 
bibliography, as well as a technical glossary 
which compliments the meticulous philological 
attention apparent in the transliteration from the 
original language of all names and technical 
terms. 
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